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What is Gulf Conformity Mark? 
Gulf Conformity Mark, commonly known as G-Mark, 
is a specific marking of the Cooperation Council for 
the Arab States of the Gulf which is affixed on the 
product or/and its package to indicate product 
compliance to the requirements set out in the 
applicable Gulf Technical Regulations. 

 

Which products should bear GCTS? 
- Children Toys. 
- Domestic Electrical Fans 
- Refrigerators, freezers and other similar 
- Washing Machines 
- Food grinders and mixers, fruit and similar 
- Hair dressing. 
- Plugs and sockets and similar 

- Microwave ovens  
- Other ovens  
- Air Conditions. 
- Irons and similar  
- Water heaters 
-  Toasters 
- Room heaters 

 

Where to affix the GCTS? 
Place Toys LVE products 

On the product If the size of the toy allows Mandatory 
On the package Mandatory Mandatory 

Other remarks 
• Due to the nature of some products, GCTS might be replaced with the GMARK 

with NBs number only. For such cases, you can contact SGS for clarifications 

• G-Mark shall be mandatory on the instruction manuals as well.  

 

 

 

In which Countries required? 
In the GSO Member States: 

- United Arab Emirates 
- Saudi Arabia 

- Kuwait 
- Bahrain 

- Oman 
- Yemen 
- Qatar. 

 

What is GCTS? 
A symbol granted by GSO representing the G MARK 
along with numerals annotated underneath, being a 
four digit Notified Body identification number and a 
QR code for traceability and tracking which is 
generated by the GSO certificate tracking system. 
GCTS was introduced in July 2016 and implemented 
mandatory on April 2017. 

 

What are the information included in the GCTS? Where can I get the Regulations from? 
By scanning the GCTS, the consumer will be able to know: - For Toys regulation click here 

- For LVE regulation click here 
- For List of LVE products click here. 
- For Arabic Versions of these regulations 

visit www.gso.org.sa  

- The product type. 
- Model(s) certified. 
- Description of the product. 
- Brand. 

- Manufacturer (Brand owner). 
- Photos of the product. 
- Certificate Details. 
- Notified Body details. 

 

Who Can SGS Help? 
SGS Gulf Ltd. Dubai is a Notified Body by GSO under Notification Number 0003, SGS is uniquely positioned to 
provide manufacturers with expert and guidance on the Gulf Technical Regulations and overall G mark 
requirements and procedures. For more details feel free to contact SGS on:  
Tel: 00971-04-8809393 E-Mail:  ME.GIS.GCC@SGS.com  

Ammar.damani@sgs.com  
Mobile: 00971-56-646-0084 

 

Where Can I get the GCTS from? 
GCTS Shall be generated by the Notified Body from 
GSO portal of the notified bodies. 

 

https://www.gso.org.sa/gso-website/gso-website/activities/conformity/technical-regulations-and-guides/bd-131704-01-en-08-09-13.pdf
https://www.gso.org.sa/gso-website/gso-website/activities/conformity/technical-regulations-and-guides/bd-142004-01-20141028-bd-v2ab-en.pdf
https://www.gso.org.sa/gso-website/gso-website/activities/conformity/technical-regulations-and-guides/tc143307-01-ar-en.pdf
http://www.gso.org.sa/
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